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The Eyeheight BroadcastSafeFCX is a legaliser plug-in for Apple Final Cut X (Ten) and Motion 5. 
BroadcastSafeFCX enables Final Cut users to take advantage of Eyeheight’s extensive experience of delivering 
leading hardware based Broadcast compliance solutions directly within Final Cut X. BroadcastSafeFCX enables 
true file-based work-flows from concept to playout by enabling users to verify and conform their footage prior to 
submission to any file-based QA system, all from within their familiar Final Cut X environment. BroadcastSafeFCX.
   

Overview

A high precision fully vectorised floating-point video legalizer plugin optimised for use with high end video source 
files used by professionals and able to take full advantage of the GPU processing used by Final Cut X. 
BroadcastSafeFCX supports any combination of file formats and source colour-space available in Final Cut X. 
Based on over a decade of specialisation in Broadcast legalization BroadcastLegalFCX offers composite, RGB, 
RGB +Y and simultaneous composite & RGB legalization all with user adjustable clipping on high and low 
thresholds.

A typical legalized waveform
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The built-in presets available to users make BroadcastLegalFCX easy and safe even for users with a limited 
understanding of Broadcast compliance.

While in FCP X the user has access to any of the 9 user presets. In Motion 5 the user parameters can be exported 
(published) to FCP X. The user also has access to the XML file which contains the preset parameters enabling the 
user to create any preset type or to remove presets.

BroadcastLegalFCX
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BroadcastSafeFCX can be licenced in one of three licensing modes.

HL licencing - BroadcastSafeFCX is locked to a USB hardware licence key. This mode is ideal for users who use a 
MacBook for field work and a Mac Pro for non-field editing.

NL licencing - multiple instances of BroadcastSafeFCX are locked via floating network licences to a USB 
hardware licence key installed on a networked licence server.

SL licencing - BroadcastSafeFCX  is locked to a particular computer with a software key file. This involves no 
external hardware but means that the license is not transferrable from computer to computer.

Licencing

BroadcastSafeFCX requires both FCP 10.0 and above and Motion 5.0 and above to be installed.

System requirements

Order code: BS-FCX-YY

Replace YY with HL, NL or SL depending on the preferred licencing mode.

Example:-

BS-FCX-HL is a version locked to a USB hardware licencing key.

Ordering information
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